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The Evolution of the Design of
Orvieto Cathedral, ca. 1290- 1310
DAVID M. GILLERMAN

Thispaperfocuseson the choir,transepts,and nave of the cathedralof
Orvieto.Thisearlypartof thecathedral
isgenerallyassumedto havebeen
executedin a singleuninterrupted
campaignof construction
lastingfrom
1290 untilabout1308. Duringthistimethebuildersarethoughtto have
masterplan. The elegantlate Gothicfacadeis
followeda predetermined
startedabout1310 as a completely
to
have
been
usuallysupposed
separate
LorenzoMaitani.Basedprimarilyon visual
projectby a new architect,
analysisof thefabric, this essaychallengessome of theseassumptions,
thatthedesignfor thechoir,transepts,
and naveevolvedduring
suggesting
and
that
the
the courseof construction
architectand the sculptorswho
thenaveprobablyhada handin thedesignandexecutionof the
completed
facade.
BECAUSE THE DUOMO OF ORVIETO (Figs. 1-4) has escaped

the kind of close analysis that scholars have devoted to the
cathedralsof Florence and Siena, it remains the least understood
of these three importantcentral ItalianGothic cathedrals.Earlier
historians have assumed the existence of a master plan for the
Orvieto Duomo that guided construction of the choir, transepts,
and nave from the founding in 1290 until the completion of the
nave in about 1308.1In their criticalassessments,these historians
have held these early parts of the building to be a work of
exceptional artistic cohesiveness, while nevertheless excusing as
refinements suchjarring incongruities in the plan as the displacement of the side chapels from the transverseaxes of the bays. At
the same time, the obvious stylisticbreakbetween the bold, nearly
Romanesque forms of the nave of the cathedraland the delicate
Gothic aspect of the facade is regularly represented in the

My researchon the cathedralof Orvietohas been supportedby the
AmericanAcademyin Romeandthe GettyGrantProgram.For help in
preparingthis paper,I am gratefulto KatherineJ. Gill and Marvin
Unlessotherwisespecified,alltranslations
aremyown.
Trachtenberg.
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scholarly literature as resulting from a decisive change in the
artisticleadershipat the Duomo.2
In this paperI will dispute the acceptedwisdom on the Duomo
of Orvieto. First I will advancean explanationof the placement of
the side chapels based on reasonableassumptions regardingthe
Orvietans'formal ambitions.3Then I will suggest that the design
of the early parts of the building evolved during the course of
construction. I will also briefly explore the implications of these
changes for the cathedral'siconography.Finally,I will try to show
that the laterpartsof the nave aremuch more closely linked to the
facadethan has generallybeen assumed.
My analysissuggests that while constructionproceeded swiftly
and perhaps even without major interruptions,nevertheless the
design evolved as constructionprogressed.There were apparently
three distinct phases in the evolution of the building's design,
each of which contributed its own distinctive forms to the final
building. During phase one, the original choir, the transepts,and
first pair of nave piers took shape. During phase two, the second
and third pairs of nave piers were completed, but according to a
design different from the one laid out during phase one. Phase
three saw the completion of the last three nave bays and a further
modification of the design of the nave. Phases one and two
probably took place under the direction of a single architect, a
local master,perhaps,whose aim was apparentlyto bring the local
building traditionsinto step with developments in late-thirteenthcentury Siena. Phase three reveals the hand of another designer,
whose fondness for delicateGothic forms contrastswith the more
robust tastesof the first architect.The change is reflectedonly in a
stylistic change in the nave capitals, but it is a significant one
nonetheless. Both in detail and in spirit, the new capitalsare so
close to the style of the Orvieto facadeas to allow me to speculate
that this second architect was the same one who designed the
faSade.

1. Renato Bonelli, II Duomodi Orvietoe l'architettura
italianadelduecento

2d ed. (Rome,1972),61, is especiallyinsistenton this point:"II
trecento,
Duomoe veramenteun bloccounitario,sortodi gettoe in brevetempo,
authorshave
seguendosemprea fedelmentelo stessopiano."Subsequent
acceptedthis view, for example,EnzoCarli,IIDuomodi Orvieto(Rome,
in Italy 1250-1400, 2d ed.
1965), 9; John White, Art and Architecture

(Harmondsworth,
1989),47-51.
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2. For example, Bonelli, II Duomo,48.

3. TheDuomoof Orvietohasbeena magnetofformalistcriticism;see
especially Bonelli, II Duomo, 34-45; and Angiola Maria Romanini,
"Arnolfodi Cambio e I'architetturadel Duomo di Orvieto," in Storiae arte
in Umbrianell'etacommunale,
Atti del VI convegnodi studi umbri(Gubbio:
26-30 May 1968), 2 vols. (Perugia, 1971), 1:43-72.
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Fig. 1. Cathedral,Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, interior.(Author)
Design phase one
Few records survive for the earliest phases of construction.4
Local chronicles recount the laying of the foundation stone by
Nicholas IV on 13 November 1290 and the setting in place of the
first roof beam in 1310.5 Construction of the choir and nave is
usually supposed to have proceeded smoothly from 1290 until
about 1308, when, as the nave was nearing completion, a crisis
occurred.6 Apparently, the Opera, the office of works, began to
have doubts about the choir's ability to support the projected rib
vaults. The danger of collapse was felt to be so severe that a new
architect, Lorenzo Maitani, was summoned to fortify the choir
4. Known records of a discussion to build a new cathedralchurch in
Orvieto date no earlierthan 1284, and a dispute between the bishop and
the cathedralcannons delayed the beginning of construction another six
years.Carli'sanalysisof these events, IIDuomo(see n. 1), 1-2, leadshim to
the conclusion that the plan of the building was established as early as
1284-85.
5. For 1290 and 1310 see Luigi Fumi, ed., EphemeridesUrbevetanae,
Rerum ItalicarumScriptores,tome xv, partv (Citta di Castello, 1903-),
162, 175. For additionalearlysources, see Luigi Fumi, II Duomodi Orvieto
e i suoi restauri(Rome, 1891), 175-77; see also Marilena Rossi Caponieri,
"Il duomo e l'attivitaedilizia dei Signori Sette (1295-1313)," in Lucio
Ricetti, ed., IIduomodi Orvieto(Bari, 1988), 29-80.
6. For the construction history of choir, nave, and transepts,see Fumi,
II Duomo,5-9; and Bonelli, II Duomo(see n. 1), 26-32.

walls with three pairs of massive buttresses. A document of 1310
in which Maitani is granted citizenship and is made capomaestro
refers to these events retrospectively.7 It also suggests that he had
by then completed the buttresses. However, while the document
also notes that work began on the faSade in 1310, it gives no
indication of when the crisis occurred or how long Maitani had
been in Orvieto by that time.8 This means that the date of 1308 as
the completion date of the nave is a guess and no more, based on
the unproven assumption that prior to 1310 Maitani's activities
were confined to the buttressing of the choir, a job scholars
estimate as having required about two years.9
Maitani's buttresses were the first of a series of fourteenthcentury alterations to the original layout of the cathedral. When
7. The document is published by Fumi, II Duomo, 21; for the best
analysis,see John White, "The Reliefs of the Facadeof the Cathedralof
and CourtauldInstitutes
22 (1959): 260-64.
Orvieto,"JournaloftheWarburg
8. White, "The Reliefs," 261-64. We know almost nothing else about
the progress of work before 1321, the beginning date of the Opera's
earliest surviving account books. The largest selection of documents for
the entire period of constructionwas published by Fumi, II Duomo(see n.
5). For a discussion of the accountbooks see Lucio Ricetti,"LaBancaDati
del Duomo di Orvieto. Considerazionie prospettive,"Architettura
Storiae
Documenti1-2 (1989): 41-43.
9. As noted by White, "The Reliefs,"261.
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Fig. 2. Cathedral,Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, south flank.The earlytrecentobuttressescan be seen embedded in the transeptwall at the right. (Author)

newly built, the choir was semicircularin plan, and the transepts
did not extend beyond the side aisles (Fig. 5).10 The lowest
courses of the original choir and of the original transeptwalls are
still visible in basement-level chambers.In the mid-trecento the
spacesbetween Maitani'sbuttresseswere enclosed and vaulted to
form the present rectangularchoir and the two chapels, which
extend like transeptsawayfrom the crossing. The choir, crossing,
and transeptalchapels all carry ribbed vaults. The nave of the
cathedralis covered with an open timber roof and flanked by a
series of semicircularchapels (Figs. 1-3). Inside and out the walls
and piers are built up in alternatingbands of dark- and lightcolored stone.11In the nave, all the piers are cylindricalin plan,
except for the first pair, which are octagonal.Above, a corbeled
ballatoioseparatesthe semicirculararchesfrom the alabaster-filled
lancetsof the clerestory.
The startof constructionand the founding ceremonies in 1290
were possible only thanks to the resolution of a protracted
disagreement within the city over the placement of the new
cathedral.Although we know little about the previous buildings
on the site, we do know that as earlyas 1285 the cathedralchapter

invol. 83 of Italiaartistica
10. AswasnotedfirstbyLuigiFumi,Orvieto,
(Bergamo,n.d.)46;seealsoBonelli,IIDuomo(seen. 1),26-32.
11. Intheupperinteriorpartsof thebuildingthestripesarepaintedon.

opposed the projectbecause it threatenedsome of their property
holdings, including a sacristyand a cemetery.12
The papacyalso had an interestin the conflict. In the 1260s, on
a site adjoiningthe cathedral,the commune had built a palacefor
the popes which in the 1290s would replaceViterbo'sas the most
frequented papal residence outside Rome.13Nicholas IV spent
more than a year there.14On 6 September 1289, about a year
before the official founding of the cathedralby Nicholas, Nicola
di Trevi, a papalchamberlainand notary,drew up an agreement
that announced a settlement between the commune and the
chapter.15Not only does this document outline the historyof the
conflict, but it also makes clear the intention that the new church

12. The clearestdiscussionis Carli's,IIDuomo(seen. 1), 1-2.
13. ForthepapalpalaceatOrvieto,seeLuigiFumi,"IIpalazzoSoliano
o de'papiin Orvieto,"
storico
2d ser.,2 (1896):255-68; D.
Archivio
dell'arte
A. Valentino,"IIrestaurodel palazzopapaledi Orvieto,"Bolletino
d'arte,
5th ser.,60 (1975):208-13; GaryM. Radke,"MedievalFrescoesin the
PapalPalacesof ViterboandOrvieto,"Gesta23 (1984):27-38. Forthe
Orvieto(Campapalsojournsin Orvieto,see DanielWaley,Mediaeval
bridge,1952),48.
14. NicholasIVwas in Orvietofrom 13June 1290until 19 October
Romanorum
indeab 1198ad
1291;see AugustPotthast,Regesta
Pontificum
1304,2 vols.(London,1874-75),vol.2.
15. See LuigiFumi,Statutie regesti
di SantaMariadi Orvieto
dell'Opera
(Rome,1891),86-87.
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All three churchesfeaturenonprojectingtransepts,a semipalace.19
anda timber
circularchoir,and,in the nave,a corbelfriezeor ballatoio,
roof.20These connections seem to provide evidence of an interest,
deriving from the pope or the Orvietans or both, in giving the
new cathedralat Orvieto the characteristicsof a papalbasilica.
Literarysources date the official founding of the cathedralto
1290, and indeed it would appearunlikely thatwork commenced
priorto the settlement of September1289. Constructionprobably
startedat the east end on the framingwall of the structure,which
would have forced the builders of the cathedralto decide at the
outset on the shape of the choir, transepts,and all the engaged
piers (Fig. 5). Not only was this procedure conventional, but the
bases of the engaged transeptpiers provide good stylistic evidence
that work began at the east. Unlike the torus-scotia-torusprofile
that forms the point of departurefor most classicaland medieval
bases, the base profiles at positions NT1, NAR, ST1, and SAR
consist of a right-angled molding, a cyma, and a large torus, and
they have a heavy, almost awkward quality (Fig. 6). Similarly
rugged, richly plastic detailing, sometimes spiky and sometimes
rounded, was traditional in Orvieto all through the duecento,
both in early works such as the abbey church of SS. Severo and
Martirio and much later ones, such as the Palazzo del Popolo
(begun 1281).21
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Fig. 3. Cathedral, Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, plan showing locations of
capitalsdiscussed in text. (Fumi)

"should be constructednobly and officially [solemnly] just like S.
MariaMaggiore in Rome."16
S. MariaMaggiore, in addition to sharingthe Duomo's Marian
dedication, was Nicholas's preferredchurch in Rome, the site of
an important papal residence and of his own recent program of
reconstruction and redecoration.17As if anticipatingthe trecento
aphorism, "Ubi papa, ibi Roma" [Where the pope is, there is
Rome], Nicholas and the Orvietansmay have sought to duplicate
characteristicsof the older palacechurch in Rome in the new one
in Orvieto.18In fact, many of the elements that link the cathedral
of Orvieto to S. MariaMaggiorealso connect it with the cathedral
of S. Lorenzo in Viterbo (begun ca. 1200), another cathedral
building that occupies a site adjacent to a non-Roman papal
16. "QuodipsaEcclesia,sicutpredicitur,
nobiliset solempnisadinstar
S. Mariemaiorisde Urbe."The passagehasbeennotedby a numberof
scholars,includingJulianGardner,"PopeNicholasIV andthe Decoration of SantaMaria Maggiore,"ZeitschrftfiirKunstgeschichte
36 (1973): n.

181.
17. Ibid.

18. Diana Wood, ClementVI, thePontificate
andIdeasof an AvignonPope

(Cambridge,1989),46 and71 for the fourteenth-century
perceptionof

Avignon as "Nova Roma."

Another important feature of the building that would have
been decided upon at this earlystagewas the side chapels,the first
pair of which originallyprojectedfrom the walls of the transepts.
Subsidiarychapels became popular in the late Middle Ages as a
way of accommodating the increasing desire of the laity for
involvement in church services, and the side chapels at Orvieto
presumably respond to this same practicaldemand.22However,
the semicircularplan of the chapels at Orvieto is unusual. Most
chapelsof this period are rectangularin plan and abutone another
along the aisle walls to form a flat, continuous exterior wall
surface.23Rectilinear chapels flanking a nave fit unobtrusively
into the staggered profile of the exterior elevations of a basilica
19. For S. Lorenzo,see Helen MannerWatterson,"Romanesque
in Viterbo"
Architectural
(Ph.D.diss.,YaleUniversity,
1977),41.
Sculpture
20. Forthe planof S. MariaMaggiore,see RichardKrautheimer
et al.,
Romae,5 vols. (VaticanCity, 1937-77),
CorpusBasilicarumChristianorum
3:31.

21. For the abbey,see LorenzoFiocca,"Chiesae abbaziadei santi
Severoe Martirio(fuoridi Orvieto),"Bolletino
9 (1915):193-208;
d'arte
forthe Palazzodel Popoloin Orvieto,seeJiirgenPaul,"Diemittelalterin Italien"(Ph.D.diss.,Freiburgi. Br., 1963),
lichenKommunalpalaste
238.
22. A. Hoeger,"Studienzur Einstehungder Familienkapelle
und zu
und -altarendes Trecentoin FlorentinerKirchen"
Familienkapellen
(Ph.D. diss., Bonn, 1976); K L. Wood-Legh, PerpetualChantriesin England

1965).
(Cambridge,
23. Generally,subsidiary
chapelsflankeitherthenaveof thechurchor
the transeptand are eitherrectilinearor polygonalin plan.In vaulted
buildingssuchasNotreDamein ParisandS. Fortunatoin Todi(to select
two otherwise unrelatedexamples,the latternear Orvieto), the chapelsare
formed by walling in the space between the spur buttresses that project
from the church flanks. In timber-roofed buildings like the church of S.
Lorenzo in Naples large spur buttresseswere not necessary,which meant
that the walls between the side chapels could be thinner.
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Fig. 4. Cathedralfacade,Orvieto, begun ca. 1310. (Alinari)
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ca.

1290-1308,planshowingchangesin
the plan of the east end. The three
pairs of early trecento buttresseseventually formed the side walls of the

projectingtranseptsandof the rectangularchoir(compareFig.3). (Bonelli)

and on the interiorassume the appearanceof a low side aisle. The
Orvietan chapels project from the exterior wall surface of the
aisles as independent semicylindricalforms (Fig. 2).
A strikingbut hitherto unexplainedfeatureof the chapelsis that
they are displaced from the transverseaxes of the bays (Fig. 3).24
One reason why previous students of the cathedral may have
neglected to addressthis problem is thatthe plan of the Duomo is
pervaded by geometric irregularities,presumably unintended.25
For example,the transverseaxis of the building is not perpendicular to the longitudinal axis. Likewise, the west walls of the two
transeptalchapels are not perpendicularto the north and south
walls of the nave.26Some of these irregularititesmay have been
forced upon the buildersby extantor partiallyextantstructureson
24. Bonelli,IIDuomo(seen. 1),27-28, notesbutoffersno explanation
of thisdisplacement
of thechapels;WhiteArtandArchitecture
(seen. 1),23,
impliesthat it was intendedto enhancethe interior's"visualcounterbutthisis not convincing.Bonelli,IIDuomo,63, alsonotesthe
rhythms,"
reviewof
irregularspacingbetweenthe chapels.MarvinTrachtenberg,
White,Art andArchitecture,
JSAH 29 (1970): 278, suggeststhat the
of thechapelsmayhavebeentheresultof a possiblechange
displacement
in plan,thoughwithoutevidence.
25. White,ArtandArchitecture
(see n. 1), 50-51, expressesuncertainty
aboutwhetherthe displacement
of the chapelswas intendedor not;see
of the building.
Bonelli,II Duomo(see n. 1), 66-67, for measurements
The most pronouncedirregularities
are in the plansof the Cappella
Nuova(therightchapel)andthe CappellaCorporale(theleftchapel),for
whichsee Bonelli,ItDuomo,63-64.
26. In thisparticular
case,however,it wouldbe mistakento regardthe
in the handlingof the trecentochapelsasnecessarily
related
irregularities
to planningundertaken
in the lateduecento.In factit probablyhasto do
with LorenzoMaitani'splacementof the buttressesat odd anglesto the
aislewalls.

the site. Others may have been accidental,though the case of the
displacement of the side chapels is slightly different. Most of
these problems in the design will probablyremain unexplained
because of our lack of informationabout the cathedral'sconstruction history. Here as usual we lackwritten records on which to a
base an explanation. Thus we must turn to the structure itself,
which yields some useful hints about the placement of the
chapels.
An importantclue to the treatmentof the chapels is that despite
their strange appearancein plan, the chapels harmonized well
with the original appearanceof the building's exterior elevations.
Prior to the replacement of one semicircular chapel from each
flank by the present transeptal chapels, the chapels formed a
neatly symmetrical composition on each side of the building,
roughly equidistant from one another and, as a group, centered
on the whole expanse of the lower wall (Fig. 7).27Analysis of the
plan produces the important conclusion that the architect was
able to achieve this symmetricalplacement of the chapels on the
exterioronly at the expense of the displacementof the chapels on
the interior.
At Orvieto the decision to build a basilicawith nonprojecting
transeptsmade it difficult to integrate semicircularchapels into
the plan. As a result, the flanks of the aisle walls at Orvieto
originally extended over the lower story of the transepts,disguising the factthaton the interiorthe transeptis deeper than the nave
bays. Of course, the disparitybetween the depth of the transept
27. As noted by Bonelli, II Duomo (see n. 1), 28; and Carli, II Duomo
(see n. 1), 11.
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Orvieto,ca. 1290-1308,basesin the southtranseptat
Fig. 6. Cathedral,
position ST1. The sequenceof moldings differs sharplyfrom the
combination.
conventional
torus-scotia-torus
(Author)
and the depth of nave baysis evident in the upper story,where the
transept arms rise above the aisle roofs (Fig. 7). However, as
David Friedman has recently explained, Italian legislators and
builders of the period were accustomedto viewing the lowest part
of a public building's wall separatelyfrom the upper part,and, at
least in the cases of houses facing onto majorthoroughfares,their
concern for appearanceswas confined to the ground floor.28At
Orvieto, too, the continuous lower story wall of the aisle and
transeptremains visually autonomous and demands treatmentas
a single unit. The question was, should the chapels be positioned
so as to honor the disparitybetween the depths of the baysand the
depth of the transept,should they respectthe clear expanseof the
building's exterior, or was some compromise possible? The
architecthad four options from which to choose (Fig. 8).
Had the plannersbeen willing to compromise on the positioning of the crossing piers, they might have achieved both a
symmetricalplacement of the chapelson the exteriorand the axial
placement of the chapels on the interior (Fig. 8A). This would
have required a positioning of the crossing piers different from
and
28. David Friedman,"Palacesand the Streetin Late-Medieval
Renaissance
eds., Urban
Italy,"inJ. R.W.WhitehandandP.J. Larkham,
International
Landscapes:
Perspectives
(London, 1992), 90-92.

the one finally chosen. In option A, the crossing piers are placed
equidistantfrom the easterntranseptwalls and the first nave piers.
This way the transeptis no deeper than the bays and there is no
conflict between placing the chapels on each cross-axis on the
interior and the symmetrical arrangementof the chapels on the
exterior.Another alternative,option B, would have been to accept
a displacementof only the transeptchapels so that the remaining
chapels could occupy the transverseaxes of the nave bays and all
the chapels could appear symmetrically placed on the exterior
wall. This too would have requireda positioning of crossing piers
different from the final one. In option B the distance of the
crossing piers from the east transeptwalls is equal to roughly two
nave intercolumniations, and the eastern-most side chapel is
placed at a distance from the east end of the exteriorwall equal to
the distance of the western-most chapel from the west end.
Both of these options presented serious disadvantages,however. The problem with option A, the solution in which the piers
are equidistantfrom one another, is that it results in a transepttoo
shallow to accommodate the numerous clergy and dignitaries
present in a building frequently used as a papal chapel. It also
increasesthe number of chapels,from the presentsix, to seven per
side. Option B, with the deep transept,is also flawed, because it
requiresa largerand much heaviertranseptvault than was finally
built, and the Orvietan authoritieswould have rejected any plan
which called for an even heavier transeptvault than the one they
eventually approved.In 1290, the Orvietans certainlyknew they
were planning what would be one of the tallestvaulted structures
yet attempted in central Italy, and they were apparentlyuneasy
about it. They called in Maitani to buttress the choir walls long
before they were preparedto errectthe vault itself.29Under these
circumstances,the Orvieto plannerswould never have approved
the deeper transeptof option B.
Only two other options remained, each involving the placement of the crossing piers at a more conventional distance from
the east transept walls (Figs. 8C, 8D). From the standpoint of
design, option C was probablythe more reasonableof the two.
On the inside, all the nave chapels occupy the cross axes of their
bays, and only the chapel in the transeptis displaced.Meanwhile,
on the outside, though the chapels are asymmetricallypositioned
with respectto the whole wall, still they are equidistantfrom one
another. Option D, the solution finally adopted,was to acceptthe
displacement of all of the chapels on the interior in order to
achieve the symmetrical placement and the equal spacing of the
chapels on the exterior.
The trade-off suggests that the interior displacement of the
chapels was foreseen and therefore deliberate. To answer the
29. Bonelli,II Duomo(see n. 1), 32, has emphasizedthatthereis no
evidence that the choir walls were failing, which strengthensthe
suggestionthatit wasfearof a collapseratherthananyrealsignsof danger
thatmotivatedthebuildingof thebuttressesin 1310.Carli,IIDuomo(see
n. 1), 9, notes that the buttressesare too low. See also White, "The
Reliefs"(seen. 7), 261,on thispoint.
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of the southflankpriorto the additionofthe CappellaNuovashowingthe symmetrical
Orvieto,ca. 1290-1308,reconstruction
Fig. 7. Cathedral,
dispositionandequalspacingof thechapels.(Bonelli)
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0

0
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D

Fig. 8. Cathedral,Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, sketch showing options
availablewhen integratingsemicircularside chapels into a basilica with

(Author)
nonprojecting
transepts.

question why the Orvietanspreferredthe option they selected to
the others, we might consider visual priorities within the latemedieval communes, where Italian planners limited their concern with exterior appearancesto the lower portions of buildings
that faced onto public thoroughfares.Within this restrictedvisual
frame, the main preoccupation of these planners was with
regularity, a theme which pervades contemporary legislation

regarding the design of the streets themselves as well.30 The
planning of the side chapelsat Orvieto seems to provide a striking
example ofjust how farItaliandesignersand plannersmight go in
their efforts to achieve this effect of the regularity of the
street-level facade, while demonstrating a precocious sensitivity
to the idea of an autonomous show facade.
Of course, the planners of the cathedral might have easily
avoided these problems of integratingthe chapels into the plan
had they been willing to settle for chapels of squareor rectangular
plan. A flat wall surfacewith evenly spaced windows also would
have satisfied a desire for a decorous street facade.The unusual,
and, as we now see, inconvenient semicircular chapel plan has
suggested to a number of scholars a further connection between
Orvieto and the papal architecture of Rome. Trachtenberg,
Semff, and others have proposed that the plan of the side chapels
derives from Leo III's Consistorium, a state assembly hall
attachedto the popes' Lateranpalace.31The Consistory is one of
the very few earlier buildings in which semicircularside chapels
30. For the idea of the facadeand its relationto public space in
late-medievalItalysee Friedman,"Palacesand the Street"(see n. 28),
91-96. Forstreets,seePaulaL.Spilner," 'Ut civitasamplietur':
Studiesin
FlorentineUrban Development,1282-1400" (Ph.D. diss., Columbia
University,1987),253-56.
in Otto von Simson,ed., Das Mittelalter
31. MarvinTrachtenberg
II,
vol. 6 (Berlin, 1973), 328; and Michael
PropylaenKunstgeschichte,
in Stein?"MiinchnerJahrbuch
derbildenden
Semff,"TextilerFestschmuck
Kunst38 (1987):97. Forthe Consistoryitself,see CaeciliaDavis-Weyer,
Art 300-1150 (1971; reprint,Toronto, 1986), 88-90;
EarlyMedieval
Philippe Lauer,Le Palaisde lateran(Paris, 1911), 481-84; Richard
in Konstantinopel.
"Die Decanneacubita
Ein kleinerBeiKrautheimer,
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protrude from the flanks, and perhaps the only one known to
late-medievalOrvietans.Although destroyed, it is familiarfrom a
well-known fresco in the Vaticandating from 1588.32Extending
beside and in front of the principal south fagade of the Lateran
basilica,the Consistory was the most publicly prominent element
of the popes' Roman palaceand one of the main framingelements
of the campusLateranensis,
the Lateransquare that functioned as
the Roman showcase of papal authority all through the late
Middle Ages.33Thus the use of the semicircular side chapels
enhanced the Duomo's resemblance to the popes' most prominent Roman palace complexes. This connection with Rome
would have been especially apparentto beholders viewing the
cathedralfrom the vantage point of the papal palace in Orvieto,
that is, to that audience most likely to recognize the connection,
the pope and the curia. Likewise, the neatly ordered arrangement
of the chapels would have been seen to advantage from this
perspective.Prior to the addition of the largetranseptalchapels in
the trecento, the flanks of the cathedral formed a harmonious
composition strikingly similar to one of the most prominent
views of the Lateranpalacein Rome.
Design phase two
Despite pastassumptionsthatwork on the cathedralprogressed
accordingto a master plan, a change in the plan of the nave piers
raises the question of a modification in the plan after work was
under way. The first two piers are octagonalin plan with pilasters
and half-columns attached to the sides facing the compound
crossing piers (Fig. 1). Similar pilasters and half-columns are
attachedto the aisle walls and carrythe responds for the archesof
the crossing piers. The selection of an octagon-basedplan for the
nave piers is similar to the choice made by many late-thirteenthand early-fourteenth-centurycentralItalianarchitects,and octagonal piers would remain a popular choice for decades to come.34
Nevertheless, some time before work began on the second pairof
piers, the planners and the architect changed the plan from
octagonalto circular.35

This change in the design of the piers may have formed partof
the original plan for the nave, or it could reflect an unanticipated
transformationof the original plan. An examinationof the fabric,
and especially of the capitals,suggests that the latteralternativeis
more likely.
The Orvieto capitals are among the period's most original
works of architecturalsculpture.36Most central Italiancapitalsof
the later duecento are variations on classical Corinthian or
Composite capitals,with two tiers of acanthusleaves surrounding
a more-or-less visible calathus. There is usually a distinction
between small ornamental capitals, like the ones that decorate
church furnishings and crown colonnettes, and monumental
capitals,which surmount full-scale piers and columns. Designers
of small capitalsusually reducedthe number and enlargedthe size
of the leaveswith respectto the norm offered by classicalmodels.
This practice became widespread in central Italy following the
introductionin the earlythirteenthcenturyof the Gothic Crocket
capital in the architectureof the Cistercian order. Presumably,
this use of a smallernumber of largerleaveswas intended to avoid
the fussiness thatwould have resulted from simply miniaturizing
classical capitals.37Giovanni Pisano's capitalsfor the pulpit at S.
Andreain Pistoia, completed in 1301, offer a good example of this
synthesis of Gothic and classicalelements (Fig. 9).38As in many
small capitals,neither the volutes of a Corinthian capitalnor the
scrolls of a Composite capital appear,again probablyin order to
achieve a greatersimplicity. When designing large-scalecapitals,
central Italian designers were likely to stick more closely to
classicalformulas, at least with respect to the size and number of
leaves. In his capitals for the Siena Cathedral fasade (Fig. 10),
Giovanni Pisano employs all the elements typical of a classical
Corinthian capital:two tiers of acanthusleaves and a third tier of
volutes. Small but significant variations distinguish Giovanni's
capitals from their classical models: the calathus flares more
dramatically;the leaves are longer and shoot up with a jet-like
Gothic energy; the folia themselves are lacy and interactwith the
light, almost like traceryforms.39
The Orvieto transept capitalsdiffer from most contemporary
capitalsin three importantways. First, they adaptthe features of

ed.,
tragzur FrageRom und Byzanz,"in WalterNikolausSchumacher,
Tortulae(Rome, 1966), 195-99.
32. See Richard Krautheimer, Rome, Profile of a City, 312-1308

(Princeton,1980), 121-22, for a reproductionof the frescoas well as
furtherdiscussionof thebuilding.
33. Ingo Herklotz,"DerCampusLateranensis
im Mittelalter,"
Rom22 (1985): 33.
ishesJahrbuchfuir
Kunstgeschichte
34. Octagonal piers occur in the rib-vaultedbasilicaof S. Francesco in
Bologna, in the timber-roofed basilicasof S. Francesco in Gubbio and S.
Croce in Florence, in the rib-vaulted hall church of S. Domenico in
Perugia, and in the ground-floor loggieof communal palaces at Todi,
Siena, and Florence; several of these works are illustratedby White, Art
andArchitecture
(see n. 1), Figs. 6, 9, 137.

35. As the buildersturnedtheirattentionfromthe framingwallof the
structureto the internalsupports,it would not havebeen difficultfor
themto modifythe plan,especiallytheplanof thepiers;see,forexample,
thechangesin pierplanatS. MariaNovellain Florence.

36. The Orvietocapitalshavein the pastreceivedonlybriefmention;
see Fumi, II Duomo(see n. 5), 309-10; Bonelli,II Duomo(see n. 1),
Architectural
captionsto plates93-102;Watterson,
"Romanesque
Sculpture"(see n. 19), 268-70; and Trachtenberg,
reviewof White,Artand
Architecture
(see n. 24), 278.
37. For the Orvietans,the most prominent local example of Cistercian
architecture was the abbey church of S. Martino al Cimino, under
constructionby 1207, for which see RenataWagner-Rieger,Die Italienische
Baukunstzu BeginnderGotik, 2 vols. (Graz-Koln, 1956-57), 2:232; and
Joselita RaspiSerra,La TusciaRomana(Milan, 1972), 106-16.
38. For the Pistoia pulpit see John Pope-Hennessy, Italian Gothic
Sculpture,2d ed. (London, 1972), 177; and Enzo Carli, GiovanniPisanoe il
pulpitodi Pistoia(Milan, 1984), for good photographs.
39. For the Siena facade capitals, see Antje Middeldorf Kosegarten,
Sienesische
Bildhaueram DuomoVecchio(Munich, 1984), 103-5.
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Fig. 9. Giovanni Pisano, pulpit capital, S. Andrea, Pistoia, completed
1301, capital.The format of Giovanni's capitalsfor the Pistoia pulpit are
typical of duecento small-scale capitals in deriving from the Gothic
Crocket capital.The acanthusleafwork,on the other hand, recallsclassical
'models.(Aut(assume
models. (Author)
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Cathedral,Orvieto,
in the north
north transept
Orvieto, ca.
ca. 1290-1308,
12901308, capital
capitalin
Fig. 11. Cathedral,
at position NT1. Though large in scale, the Orvieto transept capitals
the format of such small-scale capitalsas that illustratedin Fig. 9.
(Author)

Fig. 12. Cathedral,Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, capitalin the north transept
at position NT4. (Author)
Fig. 10. Giovanni Pisano, facade detail, Siena Cathedral, begun 1284,
capital.The formatand, to a certainextent, the leafworkof the capitalsfor
the Siena facadederive from classicalmodels. (Author)

small ornamental capitals to a monumental scale. At positions
NT1, NT4, and ST1 (Figs. 11-13) the capitals of each halfcolumn have three rather than five whole leaves, with the center
axis of the capital occupied by a leaf in the lower tier rather than a
leaf in the upper tier. In fact, in NT1 and ST1 (Figs. 11, 13) the
designer has not really arranged the leaves in successive tiers at all,
instead, all three of the leaves sprout from the foot of the calathus.
The second striking feature of the transept capitals is the wealth of
ornamentation that occupies the horizontal impost zone immedi-

ately above the abacus.40 The third is the design of the leaf forms,
which, while deriving from classical sources, reflects a much freer
approach to those models than that reflected by the facade capitals

40. Richly decorated imposts, uncommon in contemporary Tuscan
capitals,were likely inspired by the nave capitalsof S. Lorenzo in Viterbo.
Among the capitals carved by Nicola and Giovanni Pisano, the only
examples having richly carved imposts, are those located beneath the
centers of their three pulpits, where the enlargedimposts serve to support
the planksof the pulpit floor. See also the modestly decoratedimpost zone
of the Siena Cathedralfacade. For S. Lorenzo in Viterbo, see Watterson,
"RomanesqueArchitecturalSculpture"(see n. 19), 366. Among contemporaryworks, the cathedralsof Todi and Genoa displayimposts similarto
Orvieto's.
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Adapting these characteristics to the freestanding nave piers
was one of the architect's biggest challenges (Figs. 14-15). As
previously mentioned, the choir and transepts at Orvieto were
among the loftiest central Italian structures of the period, and an
important motivation for the innovative features of the transept
capitals was a desire to enhance their visibility.43 In the nave of the
building, however, the height of the capitals from the floor was
less important than their huge diameter; Orvieto's transepts were
m in
unusually lofty and its nave piers remarkably thick-1.68
diameter.44 However, the architect did not at first appreciate this
problem. Previous authors have assumed that the low, bandlike
capitals that crown the cylindrical nave piers were intended from
the start, but a closer analysis suggests that the architect adopted

Fig. 13. Cathedral,Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, capitalin the south transept
at position ST1. (Author)
at Siena.41 Although not unique to the Orvieto transept capitals,
the bold projection of the leaf forms away from the core of the
capital is nonetheless striking. As is especially clear in NT4 (Fig.
12), the chief result of these innovations is a capital notable for its
enormous, dramatically expressive leaves.42
41. With their protruding veins, circular perforations between the
lobes, and numerous spiky tips, the folia in many of these capitalsappear
to derive from a Hellenistic type, sometimes called spiny acanthus,
common in the architectureof the later Roman Republic, for which see
Patrizio Pensabene, I Capitelli,Scavi di Ostia, vol. 7 (Rome, 1973), no.
198, pl. lxxix. According to Watterson, "Romanesque Architectural
Sculpture" (see n. 19), 41, the type was long a favorite source of
inspirationfor the carversof nearbyViterbo.When comparedto surviving
classical examples, however, the Orvietan capitalsreveal a willingness to
heighten these alreadypointed features:comparedto the most commonly
known models, the elongated, deeply undercut folia at Orvieto twist even
more sharply away from the calathus, the holes between the lobes are
enlarged,and the leaf tips are still spikier.
42. In part,the boldness and plasticityof the transeptcapitals,as well as
their independence from both Tuscan and Cistercian models of sculpture, representa continuation of the local building style. Granted,at least
two late-duecentoworks in Orvieto reveala familiaritywith the smoother,
more restrained approachto detailing favored by the Pisani during the
period 1270-80: the capitalsat S. Domenico in Orvieto and the portalof
the church of S. Francesco. For S. Francesco in Orvieto, see Renato
Bonelli, "LaChiesa di S. Francesco in Orvieto e S. Bonaventura,"Doctor
Seraphicus5 (1958): 53-65; and Giovanni Carbonara,"Trasformazioni
d'Assisi,chiesee conventi(Milan, 1982), 168-69. For
posteriori,"in Francesco
S. Domenico, see Renato Bonelli "La chiesa di San Domenico in
Orvieto," Palladio 7 (1943), 139-51; and David M. Gillerman, "S.
Domenico in Orvieto: The Date of Construction,"in Corrado Bozzoni,
Giovanni Carbonara,GabriellaVilletti, eds., Saggiin onoredi RenatoBonelli,
2 vols., Quadernidell'Istituto
di Storiadell'Architettura
15-20 (Rome, 1992),
1:181-86. Nevertheless, this awarenessof the style of the Pisani did not
immediately supplantthe local fondness for stronger,starkerforms.
Materials offer another explanation for the richness of the Orvieto
capitals.The unharnessed classicism of the transeptcapitalswas not new
to southern Tuscany and northern Tuscia (modern-day Lazio). As
Trachtenberghas observed in The Campanileof FlorenceCathedral(New
York, 1971), 148, sculptors from northern Tuscany working in the
cathedralat Massa Marittimain southern Tuscany in the early duecento

this format only after having tried unsuccessfully to transpose the
forms employed in the transepts to the octagonal piers in the first
nave bay.
In NA1 (Fig. 14), the architect adapted the design of ST1 (Fig.
13) to the plan of a freestanding pier. Due to the great diameter of
the pier, the vertical accents of the leaves in NA1, despite their
size, are overwhelmed by the horizontality of the massive impost,
and the design of the arcade and its components becomes static.
This problem might have been avoided, but for the boldly
projecting leaves, which prevented the architect from allowing
the calathus to flare outwardly toward the edge of the impost. In
the contemporary capitals at S. Croce in Florence (Fig. 16), the
folia are extremely flat, and the calathus flares sharply outward to
produce a smooth transition from pier to arch.45 At Orvieto,
however, because of the deeply undercut folia, too much is visible
had responded to the region's softer, more easily worked materialswith a
style notable for its bold plasticityand sharpcontrastsof light and shadow.
The style of the early Orvieto capitalsis similar and may also be the work
of transplantedTuscan sculptors, as suggested by Kosegarten,Sienesische
Bildhauer(see n. 39), 43-48.
43. In the nave of Todi Cathedralclosely relatedcapitalscrown much
shorter supports. However, the plannersof the Todi nave had their own
good reasons for enlarged imposts and ornate capitals.At Todi, half the
nave supportsconsisted of reused ancient column shafts,too small for the
height of the nave. In this context, enlargement of the imposts, capitals,
and bases became a way of making the columns seem taller. Although
sometimes dated as early as the late twelfth century, for example, Renzo
Pardi, Monumentimedioevaliumbri(Perugia, 1975), 88, the Todi capitals
cannot, due to their strict ties with the church of S. Fortunato in Todi
(begun 1292) and the cathedralof Orvieto, date much earlier than the
late-1280s, or much laterthan the mid-1290s.
44. Bonelli, IIDuomo(see n. 1), 66. At a time in centralItalywhen most
newly constructedchurches were commissioned by the friars,who rarely
built churches with freestandingnave piers (that is, basilicas) and in any
case shunned elaboratearchitecturalsculpture,Orvieto's nave posed a rare
opportunity to design capitalsfor interior piers of monumental scale. In
only a few other major churches of the time-the cathedralsof Todi and
Genoa, for example-do nave capitalsplay such a prominent role.
45. Meanwhile, in a classicalCorinthian capitalthe circularplan of the
calathus picks up the circular plan of the column. Further continuity is
guaranteed by the abacus, whose concave sides allow it both to rest
squarelyon the lip of the calathusand to extend forwardat the corners to
pick up the projecting forms of the volutes. In an octagonal pier this
continuity is disturbed.
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Orvieto,ca. 1290-1308,capitalin the northarcadeat positionNA1. CapitalNA1 representsthe architect's
attemptto adaptthe
Fig. 14. Cathedral,
formatof thetranseptcapitalsto a freestanding
pier.(Author)
of the impost's blank soffit, and in this shadowed areathe design
breaksdown.
In SA1 (Fig. 15) the architect tried to make horizontality a
virtue. With its smaller and more numerous leaves, consoles, and
rosettes, SA1 reads less like an assemblage of discrete elements
than a continuous horizontal band of textured detailing. Also,
Corinthianesquevolutes are introduced to fill up the zone below
and between the projectingcorners of the abacus.But even here,
the result is incoherent and lifeless compared to the brilliant
transeptcapitals.
NA2 and SA2 (Figs. 17, 18), among the most imaginative
capitalsof the period, representan attemptto develop furtherthe
idea, first put forth in SA1, of the capitalas a continuous bandlike
form. The key feature of these two capitalsis a new approachto
the design of the impost. With their curved sides, rounded
corners,and delicatedetailing,the imposts of NA2 and SA2 recall
the capitalsof S. Vitale in Ravenna,though the Orvieto architect
probablyarrivedat these forms independently. To eliminate the
blank shaded zone between the outer edge of the abacusand the
outer edge of the impost that flaws NA1, the architect simply
made the shape of the impost conform more closely to the shape
of the abacus by giving them concave sides. A second measure,

making the imposts decagonal rather than octagonal and giving
them rounded corners, served to produce an impost with shorter
sides and a less visible soffit between their own projectingcorners
and the lip of the calathus.
Like SA1, but more successfully, NA2 and SA2 assume the
characterof continuous horizontalbands of textureddetailing.As
such, they conform to a type of capital called the band capital,
widely used in northern Lazio and western Umbria during the
late twelfth and early thirteenth centuries (Fig. 19).46Befitting
their monumental setting, however, NA2 and SA2 exceed other
known examples in the wealth and complexity of their ornamentation.47Traditionally, medieval Italian architects recognized an
associationbetween the band capitaland the cylindricalpier, as in
the Romanesque churches of S. Giovenale, S. Lorenzo, and S.
Andrea in Orvieto.48The change in the plan of the piers in the
46. The typologyof the Orvietocapitalshas been noted by several
in Mittelitalien,"
authors,includingWolfgangKr6nig,"Hallenkirchen
derBibliotheca
Hertziana2 (1938): 21.
KunstgeschichtlichesJahrbuch

47. In the bandcapitalsof S. Sisto in Viterbo,for example,the leaf
formsareflattenedout andadherecloselyto the calathus.ForViterbo's
Architectural
bandcapitals,seeWatterson,
(see
"Romanesque
Sculpture"
n. 19),265-66.
48. Kr6nig,"Hallenkirchen"
(see.n. 46), 21.
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the formatusedin theprevious
Orvieto,ca.1290-1308,capitalin thesoutharcadeatpositionSAl. In SA1the architectabandoned
Fig. 15. Cathedral,
capitals.The leaves are now much smallerwith respectto the size of the capitalas a whole. (Author)

Fig.16. S. Croce,Florence,begun1294-95,interior.Theleafworkin the
S. Crocecapitals,
whichadherescloselyto thecalathus,contrasts
withthe
much more three-dimensional treatmentof the leaf forms in the Orvieto
capitals.(Author)

Duomo at Orvieto could reflect the architect'sunderstandingthat
the adoption of the band-capital format implied adopting the
cylindricalpier plan as well. Alternatively,the progressivemodification of the capitalsmay reveal the architect'sattempt to adjust
the plan of the piers from octagonalto circular.
Either way, the switch from octagonal piers with classically
inspired capitals to cylindrical piers with band capitals was an
importantone both in terms of the cathedral'sstylistic character
and its iconography.As previously mentioned, a cathedralwith a
full set of octagonal piers would have invited comparison with a
large number of churches and communal palacesrecently begun
or completed all over central Italy. But with cylindrical piers,
band capitals,and semicirculararches,the Duomo's arcaderelates
to a much more restrictedgroup of local structures,including two
Orvietan examples, the churches of S. Giovenale and S. Lorenzo.
With its more slender proportions, open interior, and unusual
semicirculararch profiles, the Orvieto arcadebears an especially
close resemblance to the arcade of the late-twelfth- and earlythirteenth-century church of S. Andrea in Orvieto (Fig. 20).49
builtin two discretephasesof construc49. S. Andreawasapparently
forthe nave,probablydatingto thetwelfthcentury,
tion,one accountable
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Fig. 17. Cathedral,Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, capitalin the north arcadeat position NA2. The second pairof nave capitals,NA2 and SA2, is the first in the
building to takethe band-capitalformatas a point of departure.(Author)

Located on a prominent site in the Piazza del Commune, S.
Andrea had for decades been the site of oaths of submission by
subject territories,a function normally reservedfor a commune's
cathedralchurch.50Thus, the switch from octagonalto cylindrical
piers served to reinforce the Orvietan characterof the Duomo
and to link it visually with the building most closely identified
with the right and the might of the commune, though without
detractingfrom the papalcharacterof the structure.Where once
the cathedral'siconography signaled an allegiance to the popes,
now it began to lay a heavieremphasis on the commune itself.

forthe choir.Thischoir,incorrectly
andanotheraccountable
assignedby
22, to the fourteenthcentury,actuallybelongs
Kronig,"Hallenkirchen,"
to the earlyduecento,as is clearfromits heavyribprofilesandschematic
Corinthiancapitals.In the nave,surmountingthe ancientmonolithic
column shafts,is a seriesof classicalplastercapitals.The close links
betweenS. Andreaandthe Duomowerenotedby Fumi,Orvieto
(see n.
10),44.
50. As noted by ElisabethCarpentier,Orvietoa lafin duxiiiesiecle(Paris,

S.Andreahadbecomebytheend
1986),38-39. Accordingto Carpentier,
of the twelfthcenturythe heartof a religiousandcommunalcenterin
Orvieto considerablymore importantthan the area aroundthe old
cathedral.

When did this change in the arcadetakeplace?If work began in
1290, as all known documents indicate, and proceeded smoothly
on the foundation, the exterior walls of the choir and transepts,
and the first pair of nave piers, then perhaps the builders were
preparingto begin work on the second pair of piers afterthe first
three or four seasons of construction, around 1292-94.
Design phase three
The completion of the nave resulted in another change in the
building. After completing the capitalsat position 3, that is, NA3
and SA3 (Figs. 21, 22), the architect who had been in charge
during phases one and two was apparentlyreplaced by a new
designerwho, while retainingthe band-capitalformat,completed
the nave capitalsin a very different style. Though not as exciting
visually as the earlier capitals, these later capitals are important
nonetheless becausethey lead to the style of the Orvieto facade.In
the past, the basis for assuming that the departure of the first
architectcoincided with the completion of the nave has been the
perceptionof a deep stylisticgulf between the nave and facade.Yet
it is doubtful whether the gulf between the nave and the facadeis
as deep as that between the capitalsat positions 3 and 4. We will
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Fig. 18. Cathedral,Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, capitalin the south arcadeat position SA2. (Author)

Fig. 19. S. Sisto, Viterbo, late-twelfth century, capital in choir. This
capitalis an example of the traditionalband-capitaltype. (Author)

startby completing our analysisof the capitalsin the easternpart
of the building.
NA3 and SA3 (Figs. 21, 22), the last pair of capitalsfor which
the firstarchitectwas responsible,revealthis designerexperimenting further with the band-capitalformat. The two relate in an

interesting way to the earlier pairs of nave capitals.In NA1 and
SA1 and in NA2 and SA2 (Figs. 14, 15, 17, 18), the architect
observed a well-established regional tradition and created two
cross-axialpairs.51NA1 and SA1 (Figs. 14, 15) both have imposts
with corbels and rosettes, and NA2 and SA2 (Figs. 17, 18) both
have imposts with curved sides. Strictly speaking, NA3 and SA3
violate the principal of cross-axial pairing; their foliage and
imposts are completely dissimilar. However, they may be understood to be paired according to a different, more sophisticated
kind of rationale.Each representsan explorationof one of the two
main components of the previous capitals:in SA3 (Fig. 22) the
architectpursues the theme of the band-capitalformat, while in
NA3 (Fig. 21) the classicalelements of the capitalsare stressed.
Capital SA3 (Fig. 22) is perhapsbest understood as an attempt
to push the idea of the traditional band capital to its limits
according to the stylistic precepts manifested in the earlier
capitals. In SA3, as in local, early duecento examples of the
band-capitaltype such as the choir capitalsof S. Sisto in Viterbo
51. Cross-axialpairingof capitalsis common in the late-medieval
churchesof Rome;see R. E. Malmstrom"The Colonnadesof High
MedievalChurchesat Rome,"Gesta14 (1975):37-45. It alsooccursin
the Romanesque
churchesof Viterbo.
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Fig. 20. S. Andrea, Orvieto, latetwelfth-early-thirteenth-centuries.
Prior to the construction of the
Duomo,S. Andreaservedasthe siteof
oathsof submissionby subjectterritories,a functionnormallyreservedfora
commune'scathedralchurch.In the
nave,surmountingthe ancientmonolithic column shafts, is a series of
classicalcapitals.These capitalsprobably date from the fifteenthor the
sixteenthcentury. Originally,however,the columnswereprobablysurmountedby band capitals.The unusual semicirculararchivoltsin the
arcaderesemblethose lateremployed
in the arcadeof the Duomo.(Author)

(Fig. 19), any attempt at naturalismis sacrificedto the idea of a
continuous ornamentalpattern,the abacusis suppressedand the
impost merges with the lower partof the capital.The occurrence
of differing types of folia in the separatetiers of the capital, the
narrownessof the folia, and the regimentalqualityof the capitalas
a whole also make SA3 similar to the local band capitals.
However, whereas local Romanesqueband capitalsgenerallyhave
folia which lie flat againstthe surface of the calathus,the folia in
SA3 burst outward, lending the capitalthe same intense plasticity
of the transeptcapitals.In a strikingdramatizationof the guiding
idea of the capital, the Orvieto designer has banded the larger
leaves in the lower tier togetherwith a bizarremidair molding.
CapitalSA3 might be seen as the architect'sattemptto produce
as traditional a band capital as possible given the desire for a
degree of plasticity which was traditionallyforeign to the type.
CapitalNA3 (Fig. 21), on the other hand, could be understood as
representing an effort to achieve as classicala capital as possible
given the use of a capitalformat outside the classicalpale, that is,
the band capital. The wind-blown Corinthian capital recommended itself as the type of classicalcapitalmost easily adaptedto
the band-capitalformat because of its horizontality.Of course, in
classical and even in most medieval wind-blown capitals, the
wind rustles only the top of one side of each leaf. In NA3,
however, the leavesjoin the calathusonly at the stem and appear
ready to tear away from the capitalaltogether.The use of square
imposts, unparalleledin the Orvieto nave but obligatory in this
self-conscious exercise in cross breeding, meant that the volutes
had to be especiallylong, thus heighteningthe effect of excitement.
The deliberatecontrastin SA3 and NA3 of a modernized band
capitalwith a band capitala l'antica shows the designer of this first

part of the cathedralto be a remarkablyindividualistic figure in
the history of late-medieval Tuscan architecture. Set beside
contemporaries Arnolfo di Cambio and Giovanni Pisano, the
Orvieto master, due to an ability to generate a sense of intense
energy and movement, as well as a fondness for extreme visual
effects, especially effects of plasticity,stands closer stylisticallyto
Giovanni than to Arnolfo, although the Orvieto master'sdelight
in fine classicalornament also compareswith Arnolfo's De Braye
tomb in the church of S. Domenico in Orvieto. Unlike both of
these Tuscan architects,and indeed unlike most Tuscan architects
of the late thirteenth and early fourteenth centuries, the Orvieto
masterseems to have felt little attractionfor French Gothic forms.
Rather, he fuses a vivid naturalism-most likely inspired by the
example of Nicola Pisano-to an unbridledvitalitycomparableto
Giovanni's, but lacking Giovanni's specifically Gothic elegance.
Almost unique to the period, this combination of ingredients
conveys an effect both spontaneous and ornate, closely relatedto
that produced by the architectural sculpture of early- and
mid-duecento Orvieto. Thus the Orvieto master was probablya
person at home in this local style but at the same time eager to
rejuvenateit through the introduction of the recent innovations
of Nicola and Giovanni Pisano.
The transition from the third to the fourth bay of the nave
coincides with a significant stylistic change in the Orvieto
capitals.52Characterized above all by a fondness for setting
alsoregisterthechangein style.In the
52. The consolesin theballatoio
easternpartsof the navetheconsolesdisplayuniformityof design,andso
do thosein thewesternparts,butbetweenthe secondandthe fourthpair
of piers on both sides of the nave the consoles show considerable
diversity.
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Fig. 21. Cathedral,Orvieto, ca. 1290-1308, capitalin the north arcadeat position NA3. This and SA3 arethe lastcapitalsbelonging to design phase one.
(Author)
minute, highly refined detailing within a fine architectonic form,
the style of the capitals at positions 4 and 5, that is, NA4, SA4,
NA5, and SA5 (Figs. 23-26), is usually supposed to have
appeared at Orvieto only with the initiation of the faSade around
1310. One indication of the change in the Orvieto capitals is a
new treatment of light and shadow. In NT1, ST1, NA1, and SA1
(Figs. 11, 13, 14, 15), the effects of light and shadow are bold, with
deep gashes of shadow seeming to penetrate even beneath the
surface of the underlaying calathus. Farther west, however, the
areas of shadow are shallower, forming intricate, abstract patterns,
as in SA4 (Fig. 24). With respect to the projection of forms into
space, the development follows a parallel pattern. In NA3 and
SA3 (Figs. 21, 22), the excavation of the leaf forms is so extreme
that the underlying calathus, rather than flaring outwardly toward
the abacus, becomes nearly cylindrical. But at positions 4 and 5
(Figs. 23-26) the calathus retains its usual flaring profile, and
excavations into the block become minute and complex. The use
of ragged or spiky forms, while ubiquitous in the Orvieto capitals,
also changes. In NT1, NT4, and ST1, not only the individual leaf
forms, but also the profile of the entire capital is spiky or jagged,
with sharply twisting and protruding forms that interrupt the

flow of line from pier to arch (Figs. 11, 12, 13). At positions 4 and
5, however, spiky or ragged leaf forms are set within smoother
overall profiles.53
The most likely explanation for the dramatic change in the style
of the nave capitals would be the arrival of a new architect. How
then would we account for the abrupt disappearance of the
53. Unlike those in the earlier parts of the building, the capitals at
positions 4 and 5 also displaya programmaticcohesiveness with respectto
the treatmentof impost profiles, the abacus,and the calathus.In all four
capitalsat positions 4 and 5 the impost profiles take the form of a fillet
surmounting a cyma surmounting an astragal.The abaci in the four
capitalsdisplaya similaruniformity,with three cornersprojectingbeneath
each side of the impost; and in all four the lip of the calathus carries a
narrow band of ornament. Capitals NA6 and SA6 (not illustrated here)
probably belong to the same design phase. Their profiles are closely
relatedto those at positions 4 and 5, with the crowning fillet replacedby
another astrigal,and the cyma by a cavetto. To be sure, their elongated
proportions, undecorated impost moldings, and smoothfoglie d'acquaset
SA6 and NA6 apartfrom the other capitalsat the west end of the nave.
However, in Viterbese churches with band capitals,it is not uncommon
for the capitals set into the retro-facadeto have taller proportions and
simpler leaf forms than occur in the arcade.Thus the treatment of SA6
and NA6 could represent an additional effort to make the Orvieto
Cathedralnave conform to traditionallocal models.
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Orvieto,ca. 1290-1308,capitalin the southarcadeatpositionSA3.(Author)
Fig.22. Cathedral,

architect of design phases one and two? The most probable
hypothesis requires us to abandona traditionalassumption about
the cathedral'shistory. As has been mentioned, construction of
the choir, transepts, and nave is supposed to have proceeded
smoothly from 1290. The date of the completion of the nave is
undocumented. By 1310 Lorenzo Maitani of Siena had been
named capomaestro,
and from a document of that year granting
him Orvietan citizenship we gather that he had by then completed the choir buttresses. Most scholars now believe that
Maitani took the facade project in hand in the same year.54The
year 1308 has generally been chosen as a likely date for the
completion of the nave. Bonelli assigns the same date to what he
termed the "crisis"in the building's construction. At this point,
Bonelli suggests, the Operafell prey to doubts about the choir's
ability to support the transepts'projectedrib vaults and called in
Maitanifor the buttressingjob.55However, the document of 1310
gives no indication of when work on the buttressesbegan or how
54. Therehavebeenfew dissentersfromthisview sincethe publicationofWhite's"TheReliefs"(seen. 7).
55. Bonelli,IIDuomo(seen. 1),26-32.

long Maitani had been in Orvieto by 1310, so the date of 1308 is
purely speculative.56
Conceivably,then, the crisis, ratherthan coinciding neatlywith
the completion of the nave, occurredat an earlier,less convenient
moment when half the nave capitals and perhaps some of the
superstructureremained incomplete. Were this the case, then the
first architectcertainlywould have been blamed for the faults in
the choir walls and would have been fired immediately, leaving
Maitaniwell placed to take over the commission, perhapseven as
earlyas 1300. Indeed, it is not too hardto imagine Maitani,having
convinced the Orvietan authorities of his mastery of buttress
design, trying to capitalizeon his own high stock and angling for
the job of completing the nave.57 Then either he, or some
56. As notedbyWhite,"TheReliefs,"261.
57. He may have been employing the same tactics when in 1322 he
delivered a devastating opinion of the trustworthiness of the stillunfinished walls of the Duomo Nuovo in Siena; see White, Art and
Architecture
(see n. 1), 234-35, for translationand analysis of this text. As
we now know, Maitani was no great expert in the field of architectural
technology, having built his buttressesat Orvieto too low to successfully
abut the springing points of the interior vaults: Bonelli, II Duomo (see n.
1),64.
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Fig. 23. Cathedral, Orvieto,

ca.

1290-1308,capitalin the northarcade
at positionNA4. This, SA4,SA5,and
SA6belongto designphasetwo.Their
smoother,lessthree-dimensional
style
contrasts
withthemoresculptural
capitalsin theeasternpartsof thebuilding.
(Author)

Fig. 24. Cathedral, Orvieto, ca.
1290-1308,capitalin the southarcade
atpositionSA4.(Author)

member of his circle, would have come up with a new design for
the remainingcapitals.
This scenario becomes all the more likely once we see that the
later nave capitalsat Orvieto bear a close stylistic kinship to the
lowest portions of the Orvieto facade,of which Maitaniwas likely
the designer. On the level of sculptural detail, the later nave
capitalsat Orvieto exhibit a number of close stylistic links with
the lower portions of the Orvieto facade. For example in both
NA4 and the band of capitalsthat extends acrossthe entire facade

(Figs. 23, 27) the imposts take the form of a cyma decoratedwith
overlapping,triangularleaves, while the acanthus leaves in both
examples featurerecoiling, upturned tips. Likewise, the plant that
issues from Adam's graveis smooth and so deeply undercut as to
appear completely hollowed out, much like the folia of NA5
(Figs. 28, 25).
The close relationshipbetween the later parts of the nave and
the lower parts of the fagade extends to the level of underlying
design precepts. The most distinguishing feature of the lower
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Fig. 25. Cathedral, Orvieto, ca.
1290-1308, capitalin the north arcade
at position NA5. (Author)

Fig. 26. Cathedral, Orvieto, ca.
1290-1308, capitalin the south arcade
at position SA5. (Author)

portion of the Orvieto facade is that the three widely splayed
portals merge with the relief panels to form a broad, unifying
band, enlivened but never interruptedby the fine-spun web of
ornament formed by the narrativerelief scenes (Fig. 4).58 As we
have seen, a very similar aesthetic governs the western nave
capitalsat Orvieto.

The stylistic linkages between the later nave capitals and the
lower parts of the Orvieto facade require us to reconsider the
facade's relationship to the earlier parts of the building. As was
mentioned, most scholarsassume that Maitani'sactivitiesprior to
1310 were limited to buttressing and roofing and that he
undertook the facade as an entirely separate project in 1310.59 Our

analysissuggests, by contrast,that the architectand sculptors al58. Foradditionaldiscussionof the facade,see Kosegarten,
Sienesische
Bildhauer(see n. 39), 107; and David M. Gillerman,"La facciata:
in Ricetti,ed., II
introduzioneal rapportotra sculturae architecttura,"
59. For example, Bonelli, II Duomo (see n. 1), 48: "Lafacciatadiviene
duomo(seen. 5), 81-100.
una compositizione autonomae quasi un corpo a s."
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Fig. 27. Cathedralfacade,Orvieto, ca.
1310-1330, capitals.The similarityof
these capitals to NA4 suggests the

linkagesbetweenthe lowerpartof the
facadeand the westernbays of the
nave.(Author)

ready active on the site prior to 1310 may well have had a hand in
the design, construction, and decoration of the facade. The
document of 1310 also allows that buttressing was only one of the
reasons for Maitani's presence in Orvieto before that date.60 In
fact one controversial passage in the document may finally be
clarified by this hypothesis. It states that "he [Maitani] shall also
be able at the expense of the said fabric to retain the disciples he
shall have desired for the designing, figuration, and making of
stones for the above mentioned wall [that is, the facade]."61 Since
Maitani could have completed the buttressing and roofing jobs
without the help of assistants who were skilled in the design and
figuration of stones, then the fact that he wanted to retain them as
work began on the facade indicates that he must have had another
use for them prior to 1310. Conceivably, then, Maitani came to
Orvieto for the buttressing job and then lead a team of his own in
the completion of the nave and its capitals, after which he began
work on the facade in a style first elaborated in the last four nave
capitals, perhaps even before 1310.

Conclusion
Past historians of the early part of the cathedral have admired its
unity and cohesiveness of design. Despite this cohesiveness, the
design clearly evolved as construction

Fig. 28. Cathedral facade, Orvieto, ca. 1310-1330, detail of New
Testament relief. (Author)

progressed. The first

60. The document of 1310 also states that Maitani also came "for the
building" of the cathedral:"Venit ad civitatem urbevetanamad reparandam ipsam fabricam que quasi minabatur ruinam et ad hedificandam
eandam quam ut reparavitet hedificavit in cospectu urbevetani populi
evidenterapparet.. ."; Fumi, II Duomo(see n. 5), 21.
61. "Et quod possit etiam discipulos quod voluerit expensis dicte
fabrice retinere ad designandum figurandum et faciendum lapides pro
pariete supradicto."The translationis from White, "The Reliefs" (see n.
7), 263-64; see also n. 31 for White's refutationof the interpretationof the
same passage offered by Martin Weinberger, review of Enzo Carli, Le
Sculturedel Duomo di Orvieto(Bergamo, 1947), in The Art Bulletin 34
(1952): 60-63.
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change in the plan has a significance chiefly for the cathedral
itself. As construction commenced we hear of an interest in
casting the cathedralin the mold of a papal basilica, but as the
work entered the nave, the design assumed a more local flavor.
The second change in the design is importantas an indicator of
the development of late-medievalarchitecturein centralItalyat a
key point in its history. The contrast between the spontaneous,
three-dimensional style of the early capitals at Orvieto and the
flatter, smoother, more intricate manner of the later capitals
parallelsthe contrastbetween the explosive, richly textured style
of Giovanni Pisano's design for the west fagade of the Siena
Duomo and the controlled, pictorial style of the Orvieto fagade
(Figs. 29, 4).62 In fact, the two main groups of nave capitals at
Orvieto seem to form intermediatesteps between the two facades.
The facadeof Orvieto Cathedral,one of the greatmasterpiecesof
the late Middle Ages, was not simply slappedonto the building, as
we had thought, rather,it emerged organicallyfrom the ongoing
projectto complete the nave.

Fig. 29. Giovanni Pisano, facade, Siena Cathedral, begun 1284. The
stylistic transitionfrom the richly plastic style of the Siena Duomo facade
to the smoother, more elegant style of the Orvieto facade is mirrored in
the evolution of the Orvieto Cathedralcapitals.(Alinari)

62. Kosegarten,
Sienesische
Bildhauer
(seen. 39), 103-5, describesasthe
of the Orvietofacadethe localSienesemasterswho, around
originators
with GiovanniPisanoand his workshopon the
1296-97, collaborated
SienaCathedralfacade.Accordingto Kosegarten,the planningof the
Sienafacadebeganas earlyas around1280,and the earliestcompleted
partsof the facade,with their free-wheelingclassicism,are as closely
relatedto NicolaPisanoas to his son Giovanni,who was appearsin the
documentsby 1284andby 1287hadbeen namedcapomaestro.
Still,the
In one
Pisanidid not havea lockon the facade,accordingto Kosegarten.
of fourfoliatehalf-columnsthatoriginallyflankedthe cathedralportals,
thenorthernone (Kosegarten,
107),seesa turningawayfromthe "Pathos
derPisani"towardthemoredetailed,delicate,anecdotalstylethatformed
thebasisforthe styleof theOrvietofacade.

